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Father Rozman finds this website helpful
as he prepares for the celebration of
Advent. 

Rudy Geisler (Parish Manager) has been
using this program for years to prepare
for the holidays. There is also a BEST LENT
EVER program!

Rudy Geisler (Parish Manager) finds this
email / app helpful when he's preparing
for Advent. The rest of the staff enjoys the
readings from it, as well, at our morning
stand-up meetings.



Rudy Geisler (Parish Manager) recommends this
book by Richard M. Barry. It is a Christmas-
themed book from Dynamic Catholic that tells a
fictional story of a young man who was spared
from Herod's killing of innocents as a child, due
to his mother's heroic efforts. He eventually
meets Jesus as an adult and becomes his disciple
one year at Christmastime.

Father Sahd recommends this book for Advent. It is
a collection of Advent homilies and writings by a
priest who was in a concentration camp. His
approach to Advent is a spiritual program, a way of
life. He proclaimed that our personal, social and
historical circumstances, even suffering, offer us
entry into the true Advent, our personal journey
toward a meeting and dialogue with God. 

Rudy Geisler (Parish Manager) also recommends
this book by Chris Stepiens. It is a fictional
story about the 5th Joyful mystery -- it's a
great read!

For yOU TO rEAD...

The Shepherd's Prayer,
A Christmas Novel

Advent of the Heart: 
Seasonal Sermons and Prison

Writings 1941-1944

Three Days: 
The Search for the Boy Messiah



Suzanne Bruzga (Evangelization Coordinator)
recommends this Advent-themed album of
contemporary Catholic music by The Vigil
Project. It's available on Spotify & Apple Music.

Suzanne Bruzga (Evangelization Coordinator)
suggests checking out this podcast. Hosted by
Sister Miriam, Michelle Benzinger, and
Heather Khym, Abiding Together provides a
place of connection, rest and encouragement
for people who are on the journey of living
out their passion and purpose in Jesus Christ.
They are even hosting an Advent series called
"Under Her Mantle."

Suzanne Bruzga (Evangelization Coordinator)
recommends this podcast as well. Join Fr.
Innocent, Fr. Angelus and Fr. Mark-Mary,
members of the Franciscan Friars of the
Renewal, for their weekly podcast which offers
"Practical Spirituality: and breaks open the
Gospel in light of their years of prayer,
communal life, and work with the poor.

For yOU TO listen to... (music & Podcasts)

Vigil, Series 2:
Watch & Pray

Abiding Together

Poco a Poco



David Maceiko (Finance Manager) enjoys
making homemade pierogies with butter
and onions during Advent. 

Mary Vukelich (Adult Formation Coordinator) and
her family make an Advent calendar for the
whole family. They fill the boxes with coupons for
small favors they will do for each other. 
For example, "I'll walk the dog," "I'll get you a
slushie," "free hug."

Mary Vukelich (Adult Formation Coordinator) and
her family also "prepare a space for Jesus" by
placing a small "manger" and a glass of straw on
their kitchen table, and every time we do
something kind or thoughtful, we place a little
straw in the manger. We place baby Jesus in the
manger Christmas morning, so we try to make it
super comfy for Him by then! 
(Straw goes in for Advent calendar favors too!)

For the family... (Traditions)

Preparing a
Space For Jesus

Homemade Pierogies

Family Advent
Calendar


